
 

If you’re just getting started with the Russian language, you might not be sure how to memorize all those verbs with their different endings, or conjugations. It’s hard to keep them straight, even if you’ve got a solid memory. That's why this post is here to help! Here are some tools and techniques for building your vocabulary through flashcards and supplementing your language learning experience with
other methods. There are also links to useful sites where you can learn the nuances of grammar in Russian—even though it's difficult at first (and admittedly frustrating), every little bit will eventually help build that solid foundation of knowledge. There are all sorts of great vocabulary building exercises out there, but here are a few that would be good to try: Using the TalkToMeInRussian.com
FluentU app for your mobile device, you can easily manage your flashcards, and learn Russian through real-world videos in a completely immersive way. The FluentU app has a ton of content, so you won't get bored! Plus it takes full advantage of the "spaced repetition" learning system to remember what you've learned the past while and help you cement what you're studying now. If you're an iPad
user, you can also use the FluentU app to do your Russian vocabulary study. Of course, there are many other ways to learn Russian vocabulary—here are some tools and resources for getting started: This Russian language learning website is a great resource for any Russian learner. It has lessons, free podcasts, interactive exercises/quizzes, grammar rules and more in several languages. It's easy to use
and very comprehensive in its content! If you're looking for a great grammar resource in English, this one has everything you need—it'll help with anything from verb conjugations to sentence structure. Of course, the best way to learn Russian grammar rules is by reading Russian texts! I would recommend William Caxton's treatise The Kalevala, edited by Jack Henry Abbott in the 1960s. The
translation is wonderfully accessible, and you can find it in any library or online. Podcasts are a good way to learn Russian grammar—you can find one that delves into particular rules for conjugations here. There are also many great sites that provide completely free Russian language learning lessons in text format. One of my personal favorites is LearnRussianOnline.com . And if you want to
incorporate other languages into your learning, you should check out LingQ ! Here's one final resource, which might help you learn the language even outside the classroom: the Russian Language Blog. On this blog site, there are lots of posts with translations and explanations of different things about Russian culture (for instance, if you'd like to learn more about the Cyrillic alphabet , there's a post for
that!) And, finally, here are some useful links for building your vocabulary directly through flashcards: This site has all sorts of tools that will help for learning Russian vocabulary.
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